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Chapter 162 Elena Was Beaten Up

“Since the President said so, I believe the President can do it. After all, we old people are going to retire soon and can’t take it

anymore. When the time comes, it’s up to the president what kind of benefits you give us to let us go back to our hometown to

retire.”

They had worked so hard for more than half of their lives. It was time for them to go back and enjoy a good life.

Ryan’s lips curved up slightly. He looked at Roman and did not say anything.

This man was probably very anxious as well. After all, the details hadn’t been settled yet and he had come to claim credit.

If there was a mistake that affected the company’s income and reputation, and the company would be destroyed. Therefore, he

really did need to consider.

Elena got up and went to Ryan’s side. She whispered something in his ear, and then Ryan nodded and looked at Roman. “We have

something else to do, so we will leave first. We have already discussed the most important thing in the meeting.”

“Ryan, you really don’t put me, your big brother in your eyes. I am having a meeting here, and you are in such a hurry to leave.”

In the past, the two of them had only been hiding in the dark. It was probably because there had been too many things happening

recently that they had put their grudges on the surface. It seemed that they were not far away from splitting up.

Ryan snorted in contempt. “Is that so? I seem to have never put you in my eyes. So don’t play any tricks on me. Elena, let’s go.”

After saying that, the two of them left the meeting room, leaving Roman standing there angrily. However, he didn’t want to flare

up, so he could only swallow his anger and continue the meeting.

After coming out, Ryan asked, “How did you know my mom came?”

“Elsa just texted me that someone came to your office. She only found out that it was your mother after checking it out, so she

asked me to go over. I saw that the meeting was about to over, so I wanted to ask you to go down with me. We haven’t visited the

old house for a long time. We’ve indeed gone too far.”

Although most of the daughter-in-laws nowadays did not want to live with their mother-in-laws, if they did not go back for a long

time, it would not look good.

The two of them entered the office room. before Elena could say anything, Amanda slapped Elena’s face.

“You slut!”

“Mom, what are you doing?” Ryan never thought that she would hit his wife indiscriminately.

“Why did our Monor family marry a daughter-in-law like you? We let you work in the company because we want you to help

Roman create benefits. But you actually helped Ryan!”

Elena had no idea what had happened. The slap had hurt the corner of her mouth and it started bleeding. Even her head was

buzzing.

Elena originally thought that she had done something wrong. But when she heard Amanda’s words, she could not help but get

angry. “Ryan is my husband, shouldn’t I help him? Mom’s words are too harsh. Both of them are your children. Even if they can’t

be even, they can’t be so different, right? Aren’t you afraid of hurting Ryan’s heart?”

“I am your mother-in-law, Ryan’s mother. Can’t I teach you a lesson? You actually dare to say that about me? I think you really

don’t want to live anymore.” Amanda raised her hand again as she spoke.

But this time Elena directly grabbed her arm. “Since you are Ryan’s mother, you must look like a mother. It seems that Ryan is

not your biological son at all.”

After saying that, Elena pushed hard and Amanda staggered a few steps back and almost fell down.

“You slut, what nonsense are you spouting? You don’t even know how hard it was for me to bear a child for ten months and you

actually say that Ryan is not my biological son. If it wasn’t for me, he would have been chased out of the Monor family a long

ago!” Amanda did not care about Ryan’s feeling at all.

Initially, Ryan thought that he wouldn’t care about what they did or said, but when it really happened… It was hard for him to

accept it.

“Chase him out? Don’t tell me you didn’t do that? Now that Ryan is being pushed around everywhere, you and dad never ask

about it. Everyone had witnessed Ryan’s strength in the past. If it wasn’t for Roman forcefully occupying Monor family’s

company, Ryan would never have fallen to such a state. The Monor family wouldn’t have fallen to such a state. And as his mother

without caring his feelings, you actually able to say such words. You are really amazing!”

Elena wasn’t completely unaware of what happened in the Monor family all those years ago. But after all, she herself was in

problem at that time and didn’t have the energy to pay attention to the news.
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